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The set of eight MDGs, which were set at the turn of the century and expired this year, included
three health metrics: reduction of child mortality, lowering maternal mortality, and combating
HIV/Aids, malaria and other diseases. The performance tracking report constitutes the second
attempt by Nigeria to objectively measure progress towards these and other measures, using data
from every state in the country.
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http://www.ng.undp.org/content/dam/nigeria/docs/MDGs/UNDP_NG_2014%20MDG%20
to report
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Find out more

We hold public figures accountable
For democracy to function, public figures need to be held to account for
what they say. The claims they make need to be checked, openly and
impartially. Africa Check is an independent, non-partisan organisation
which assesses claims made in the public arena using journalistic skills
and evidence drawn from the latest online tools, readers, public sources
and experts, sorting fact from fiction and publishing the results.
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